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The present outline on tensor calculus with special application to differential theory of surfaces
and dynamics represents a modified and extended version of a lecture note written by the au-
thor as an introduction to a course on shell theory given together with Ph.D. Jesper Winther
Stærdahl and Professor Lars Vabbersgaard Andersen in 2007,based on the book of (Niordson,
1985). The text is written with inspiration from both mathematical based texts on tensor calcu-
lus, such as the books of (Spain, 1965) and (Synge and Schild,1966), and the more geometrical
based interpretation often used in continuum mechanics, (Malvern, 1969).
Chapter 1 introduces the concept of vectors and tensors in a Riemann space, and their com-
ponents in covariant and contravariant vector and tensor bases. Next, the concepts of gradient
of vectors and tensors, as well as co- and contravariant derivatives are introduced. Finally, the
Riemann tensor and the concept of geodesics curves in Riemann sp ce is treated.
Chapter 2 deals with the differential theory of a surface in the three dimension Euclidean space,
as described by its first and second fundamental form. Further, t Bianchi identities for the
surface Riemann-Christoffel tensor, and the Codazzi equation for the second fundamental form
are derived.
Chapter 3 deals with the description of the motion of a mass particle in curvilinear coordinates
and of a non-linear multi-degree-of-freedom dynamic system, which conveniently may be for-
mulated in tensor notation.
























Fig. 1–1 Spherical coordinate system.
Fig. 1-1 shows aCartesian(x1, x2, x3)-coordinate system, as well as aspherical(θ1, θ2, θ3)-
coordinate system.θ1 is thezenith angle, θ2 is theazimuth angle, andθ3 is theradial distance.
Notice that superscripts are use for the identification of the coordinates, which should not be
confused with power raising. Instead, this will be indicated by parentheses, so ifx1 specifies
the first Cartesian coordinate,(x1)2 indicates the corresponding coordinate raised to the second
power. With the restrictionsθ1 ∈ [0, π], θ2 ∈]0, 2π] andθ3 ≥ 0 a one-to-one correspondence
between the coordinates of the two systems exists except foroints at the linex1 = x2 = 0.
These represent thesingular pointsof the mapping. Foregular pointsthe relations become,
see e.g. (Zill and Cullen, 2005):
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θ3 sin θ1 cos θ2










































We shall refer toθl, l = 1, 2, 3, ascurvilinear coordinates. Generally, the relation between the
Cartesian and curvilinear coordinates are given by relations of the type:
xj = f j(θl) (1–2)







Points, whereJ = 0, representsingular pointsof the mapping. In any regular point, where
J 6= 0, the inverse mapping exists locally, given as:
θj = hj(xl) (1–4)
For θ1 = c1 (constant), (1-2) defines a surface in space, defined by the parametric description:
xj = f j(c1, θ2, θ3) (1–5)
Similar parametric description of surfaces arise, whenθ2 or θ3 are kept constant, and the remain-
ing two coordinates are varied independently. The indicated three surfaces intersect pairwise
along three curvesj , j = 1, 2, 3, at which two of the curvilinear coordinates are constant, e.g.
the intersection curves1 is determined from the parametric descriptionxj = f j(θ1, c2, c3). All
three surfaces intersect at the pointP with the Cartesian coordinatesxj = f j(c1, c2, c3). Lo-
cally, at this point an additional curvilinear(s1, s2, s3)-coordinate system may be defined with
axes made up of the said intersection curves as shown on Fig. 1-1. We shall refer to these
coordinates as thearc length coordinates.
The position vectorx from the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system to the pointP has the
vector representation:




whereij, j = 1, 2, 3, signify the orthonormalbase vectorsof the Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem. In the last statement thesummation conventionover dummy indices has been used. This
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convention will extensively be used in what follows. The rules is that dummy Latin indices
involves summation over the rangej = 1, 2, 3, whereas dummy Greek indices merely involves
summation over the rangeα = 1, 2. As an exampleajbj = a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3, whereas
aαbα = a
1b1 + a
2b2. The summation convention is abolished, if the dummy indices are sur-
rounded by parentheses, i.e.a(j)b(j) merely means the product of thejth componentsaj andbj .
Let dxj denote an infinitesimal increment of thejth coordinate, whereas the other coordinates







A corresponding independent infinitisimal incrementdθj of the jth curvilinear coordinate in-





gj is tangential to the curvesj at the pointP , see Fig. 1-1. In any regular point the vectorsgj ,
j = 1, 2, 3, may be used as base vector for the arc length coordinate system atP . The indicated
vector base vectors is referred to as thecovariant vector base, andgj are denoted thecovariant
base vectors. Especially, if the motion is described in arc length coordinates,gj becomes equal













































ckj specify the Cartesian components of the covariant base vector gj . Similarly, d
k
j specifies
the components in the covariant base of the Cartesian base vector ij . Obviously, the following
relation is valid:









δkj denotesKronecker’s deltain the applied notation, defined as:
δkj =
{
0 , j 6= k









Fig. 1–2 Covariant and contravariant base vectors.
Generally, the covariant base vectorsgj are neither orthogonal nor normalized to the length
1, as is the case for the Cartesian base vectorsij. In order to perform similar operations on
components of vectors and tensors as for an orthonormal vector base, a so-calledcontravariant
vector baseor dual vector baseis introduced. The correspondingcontravariant base vectorsgj
are defined from:
gj · gk = δkj (1–15)
where ”·” indicates a scalar product. (1-15) implies thatg3 is orthogonal tog1 andg2. Further,
the angle betweeng3 andg3 is acute in order thatg3 · g3 = +1, see Fig. 1-2. Generally, the


























⇒ gi = 1
V
eijk gj × gk (1–16)
whereV denotes the volume of the parallelepiped spanned by the covariant base vectorsgj, see
Fig. 1-2. This is given as:
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V = g1 · (g2 × g3) = g2 · (g3 × g1) = g3 · (g1 × g2) (1–17)







1 , (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3) , (2, 3, 1) , (3, 1, 2)
−1 , (i, j, k) = (1, 3, 2) , (3, 2, 1) , (2, 1, 3)
0 , else
(1–18)
The permutation symbol does not indicate the components of a3rd order tensor in any coor-
dinate system, and should merely be considered as an indexeds quence of numbers. For this
reason we shall not make distinction between subscript and super cript indices, so we may






m − δimδjl (1–19)
In the Cartesian coordinate system we haveij = ij, i.e. the dual vector basis is identical to
original. Further, the Cartesian base vectors are constantthroughout the space, whereas the co-
variant and contravariant base vector are locally attachedto ach point in the space, and change
from point to point.
The previous theory merely applies to a 3-dimensional Euclidean spaces. In the following this is
generalized to a Riemann space of arbitrary dimension N . A Riemann
space is a manifold related with a distance measure, which isdefined between any two points in
the space. A curve and surface in the 3-dimensional Euclidian sp ce are examples of Riemann
spaces of dimensionN = 1 andN = 2. The space-time manifold in relativity theory is a
Riemann space of dimensionN = 4.
Similar to the concept in the 2- and 3-dimensional Euclidianspaces a vector in Riemann space
is envisioned as a geometric quantity (an ”arrow” with a given l ngth and orientation). From
this interpretation it follows that a vector is independentof any coordinate system used for its
specification. Actually, infinitely many coordinate systems can be used for the representation (or
decomposition) of one and the same vector. In the Cartesian,the covariant and the contravariant
bases a given vectorv can be represented in the following ways:
v = v̄j ij = v
j gj = vj g
j (1–20)
wherev̄j , vj andvj denotes theCartesian vector components, hecovariant vector components,
and thecontravariant vector componentsof the vectorv. Dummy indices now indicates sum-
mation over the range1, . . . , N . Generally, Cartesian components of vectors and tensors will
be indicated by a bar. Use of (1-15), and scalar multiplication of the two last relations in (1-
20) with gk andgk, respectively, provides the following relations between the covariant and
contravariant vector components:







gjk = gj · gk = gkj
gjk = gj · gk = gkj
}
(1–22)
The indicated symmetry property of the quantitiesgjk andgjk follows from the commutativity
of the involved scalar products. From (1-21) follows:
vj = gjlv
l = gjlg
lkvk ⇒ gjlglk = δkj (1–23)
By the use of (1-20), (1-21) and (1-22) the following relations between the covariant and the
contravariant base vectors may be derived:
vj gj = vj g
j = gjkv
k gj = vjgjk g
k
vj g
j = vj gj = g





gj = gjk g
k
gj = gjk gk
(1–24)
As seengjk represent the components ofgj in the contravariant vector base. Similarlygjk
signify the components ofgj in the covariant vector base. Use of (1-10) and (1-11) provides
the following relation between the Cartesian and the covariant vector components:
v̄j ij = v
j gj = v




vj gj = v̄
j ij = v̄












Finally, using (1-15) and (1-21) the scalar product of two vectorsu andv can be evaluated in
the following alternative ways:
u · v =
{








where it has been used thatūj = ūj.
1.2 Tensors, dyads and polyads
A second order tensorT is defined as a linear mapping of a vectorv onto a vectoru by means
of a scalar product, i.e.:
u = T · v (1–27)
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Since the vectorsu andv are coordinate independent quantities, the 2nd order tensor T must
also be independent of any selected coordinate system chosen f r the specification of the re-
lation (1-27). Equations in continuum mechanics and physics are independent of the chosen
coordinate system for which reason these are basically formulated as tensor equations.
A dyad(or outer productor tensor product) of two vectorsa andb is denoted asab. An al-
ternatively often applied notation, which will not be used here, isa
⊗
b. The tensor product
of more than two vectors is denoted apolyad. The polyadabc formed by the three vectorsa,
b andc is denoted atriad, and the polyadabcd formed by the four vectorsa, b, c andd is
denoted atetrad.
For dyads and triads the followingassociative rulesapply:
m (ab) = (ma)b = a (mb) = (ab)m
abc = (ab) c = a (bc)








wherem andn are arbitrary constants. Further, the followingdistributive rulesare valid:
a (b+ c) = ab+ ac
(a+ b) c = ab+ bc
}
(1–29)
No commutative rule is valid for dyads formed by two vectorsa andb. Hence, in general:
ab 6= ba (1–30)
If the outer product of two vectors entering a polyad is replaced by a scalar product of the same
vectors, a polyad of an order two smaller is obtained. This operation is known ascontraction.
Contraction of a triad is possible in the following two ways:
a · bc = (a · b) c
ab · c = (b · c) a
}
(1–31)
The scalar product of two dyads, the so-calleddouble contraction, can be defined in two ways:
ab ·· cd = (a · c)(b · d)
ab · · cd = (a · d)(b · c)
}
(1–32)
Hence, the symbol” ·· ” defines scalar multiplication between the two first and the two last
vectors in the two duads, whereas” · · ” defines scalar multiplication between the first and the
last vector, and the last and the first vectors in the two dyads. Because of the commutativity of
the scalar product of two vectors follows:
(a · c)(b · d) = (b · d)(a · c) = (c · a)(d · b) = (d · b)(c · a)
(a · d)(b · c) = (b · c)(a · d) = (c · b)(d · a) = (d · a)(c · b)
}
(1–33)
14 Chapter 1 – Tensor Calculus
Use of (1-32) and (1-33) provides the following identities for double contraction of two dyads:
ab ·· cd = ba ··dc = cd ·· ab = dc ··ba
ab · · cd = ba · ·dc = cd · · ab = dc · ·ba
}
(1–34)
From the second relation of (1-31) follows that the dyadab/(b · c) is mapping the vector
c onto the vectora via a scalar multiplication. From the definition (1-27) follows that this
makes a dyad a second order tensor. Now, it can be proved that any second order tensor can
be represented as a linear combination of nine dyads, formedas outer product of three arbitrary
linearly independent base vectors. Hence, we have following alternative representations of a
second order tensorT in the Cartesian, a covariant base and its contravariant base:
T = T̄ jk ijik = T
jk gjgk = Tjk g
jgk (1–35)
The dyadsijik, gjgk andgjgk form so-calledtensor bases. Obviously, (1-35) represents the
generalization to second order tensors of (1-20) for the decomposition of a vector in the cor-
responding vector bases.̄T jk, T jk andTjk denotes theCartesian components, the covariant
components, and thecontravariant componentsof the second order tensorT. Using (1-10), (1-
11), (1-13) and the associate rules (1-28) the following relations between the dyads and tensor










k ilim = gjlgkm g
lgm









T̄ jk = cjl c
k
mT










k andgjlgkm specify the Cartesian and contravariant tensor componentsof the dyad
gjgk, whereasgjlgkm denotes the covariant tensor components ofgjgk. (1-36) and (1-37) rep-
resent the equivalent to the relations (1-23) and (1-24) forbase vectors and vector components.
In some outlines of tensor calculus the transformation rules in (1-37) between Cartesian and
curvilinear tensor components are used as a defining property of the tensorial character of a
doubled indexed quantity, (Spain, 1965), (Synge and Schild, 1966).
Alternatively,T may be decomposed after a tensor base with dyads of mixed covariant nd
contravariant base vectors, i.e.:
T = T jk gjg




k represent themixed covariant and contravariant tensor components. In general,
T jk 6= T
j
k as a consequence ofgjg
k 6= gkgj , i.e. the relative horizontal position of the upper
1.2 Tensors, dyads and polyads 15
and lower indices of the tensor components is important, andspecify the sequence of covariant
and contravariant base vector in the dyads of the tensor base. Tensor bases with dyads of mixed
Cartesian and curvilinear base vectors may also be introduced. However, in what follows only
the mixed curvilinear dyads in (1-38) will be considered. The following identities may be
derived from (1-35) and (1-38) by the use of (1-24):
T = T jk gjgk = T
j
l gjg
l = T jlg
lk gjgk







T = Tjk g
jgk = T lk glg
k = T lkglj g
jgk
T = Tjk g




























T jk = glk T jl
T jk = gjl T kl
Tjk = gjl T
l
k




Use of (1-23) and (1-39) provides the following representations of the mixed components in
terms of covariant and contravariant tensor components:
T kj = gjl T
kl
T kj = gjl T
lk
T kj = g
kl Tlj















It follows from (1-40) that ifT jk = T kj thenT kj = T
j
k andTjk = Tkj. A second order tensor
for which the covariant components fulfill the indicated symmetry property is denoted asym-
metric tensor.
Let T jk denote the covariant components of a second order tensorT. The related so-called
transposed tensorTT is defined as the tensor with the covariant componentsT kj, i.e.:
TT = T kj gjgk (1–41)
A symmetric tensoris defined by the symmetry of componentsT jk = T kj for which reason
TT = T.
The identity tensoris defined as the tensor with the covariant and contravariantcomponentsgjk
andgjk. Use of (1-23) and (1-24) provides:
g = gjk gjgk = gjk g
jgk = δkj g
jgk (1–42)
The mixed components ofg follows from (1-23) and (1-40):
gkj = gjl g
kl = δkj




Hence, the mixed components are equal to the Kronecker’s delta, which explains the last state-
ment for the mixed representation in (1-42). The designatioidentity tensor stems from the fact
thatg maps any vectorv onto itself. Actually:
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g · v = gjk gjgk · vl gl = gjkvl gj δlk = gjkvk gj = vj gj = v (1–44)
The length of a vectorv is determined from:
|v|2 = v · v = v · g · v = gjkvjvk = gjkvjvk (1–45)
Because of its relationship to the length of a vector the ident ty tensor is also designated the
metric tensoror thefundamental tensor. For an ordinary Riemann spaceg is positive definite,
so|v|2 is always positive. In relativity theory the metric tensor is indefinite, so the left hand side
in Eq. (1-45) may be negative. A manifold related with an indefinite metric tensor is referred to
as apseudo-Riemann space.
The incrementdx of the position vectorx with Cartesian componentsdx̄j and covariant com-
ponentsdθj is given as, cf. (1-25):
dx = dx̄j ij = dθ
j gj (1–46)
Then, the lengthds =
√
dx · dx of the incremental position vector becomes, cf. (1-45):
ds2 = dx̄jdx̄j = gjkdθ
jdθk (1–47)
The inverse tensorT−1 related to the tensorT is defined from the equation:
T−1 ·T = T ·T−1 = g (1–48)
Let T−1jl denote the contravariant components ofT
−1, andTmk the covariant components ofT.
Then, cf. (1-42):
g = δkj g
jgk = T
−1 ·T = T−1jl gjgl · Tmk gmgk = T−1jl Tmkδlm gjgk = T−1jl T lk gjgk ⇒
T−1jl T
lk = δkj (1–49)
In matrix notation this means that theN-dimensional matrix, which stores the components
T−1jl , is the inverse of the matrix, which stores the componentsT
lk. Similarly, the covariant
components(T−1)jl of T−1 and the contravariant componentsTlk of T are stored in inverse
matrices. In contrast, the matrices which store the contravari nt componentsT−1jl andTlk will
not be mutual inverse. From (1-15) follows that:




· gk = T lm δjl δkm = T jk ⇒
T jk = gj · T · gk (1–50)
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Similarly:
Tjk = gj · T · gk
T kj = gj · T · gk
T jk = g
j · T · gk













A fourth order tensorC can be expanded in any tensor base with tetrads made up of any com-
bination of linear independent vectors of the Cartesian, the covariant or the contravariant vector
bases as follows:


























m = Cjklm gjgkg
lgm = Cjklm gjg
kglgm
= C kj lm g
jgkg
lgm = C ljk m g
jgkglg
m = C mjkl g




















Formally, the relations between the various mixed tensor components can be derived by raising
and lowering indices by means of the covariant componentsgjk and the contravariant compo-
nentsgjk of the identity tensorg, cf. (1-40). As an example:
Cjklm = glrgms C
jkrs (1–53)
1.3 Gradient, covariant and contravariant derivatives
Consider a scalar functiona = a(xl) = a(θl) of the Cartesian or curvilinear coordinates.









Let ∆θk denote the covariant components of the incremental curvilinear coordinate vector
∆θ = ∆θk gk. The corresponding increment∆a of the scalara is determined by:
∆a = ∇a ·∆θ = ∂a
∂θj




Thegradient of a vector functionv = v(xl) = v(θl), denoted as∇v, is a second order tensor,
which in complete analogy to (1-55) associates to any incremental curvilinear coordinate vector
18 Chapter 1 – Tensor Calculus

























































At the derivation of the Cartesian representation it has been used that the base vectorij is
constant as a function ofxl. In contrast, the curvilinear base vectors depend on the curvilinear



















































is denoted theChristoffel symbol. This is related to the co- and contravariant



















(1-57) and (1-58) have been proved in Box 1.1. From (1-22) and(1-58) follows that the Christof-
























Alternatively, the symmetry property (1-59) may be proved by insertion of (1-57) in (1-60).
1.3 Gradient, covariant and contravariant derivatives 19
Box 1.1: Proof of (1-57) and (1-58)
Consider the first relation (1-57) as a definition of the Christoffel symbol, and prove that
this implies the second relation (1-57).























































· gm = 0 (1–61)
Since (1-61) is valid for any of theN linear independent covariant base vectorsgm, the
term within the bracket must be equal to0. This proves the validity of the second relation
(1-57).




































































where the symmetry property (1-59) has been used. Next, (1-58) follows from (1-63)
upon pre-multiplication on both sides withglm and use of (1-23).
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Insertion of (1-57) in (1-56) provides the following representations of∇v:
∇v = vj;k gjg































Hence,vj;k specifies the mixed co-and contravariant components, andvj;k specifies the con-
travariant components of∇v.





























vj = vj;k g
j
(1–66)
Hence, alternativelyvj;k andvj;k may be interpreted as the covariant components and the con-
travariant components of the vector∂v
∂θk
. For this reasonvj;k is referred to as thecovariant
derivative, andvj;k as thecontravariate derivativeof the componentsvj andvj, respective. In
the applied notation these derivatives will always be indicated by a semicolon.
Further, by the use of (1-57) the following results for the derivatives of the dyads entering the












































































































Finally, the covariant and contravariant components of thediff rential incrementdv of the vec-
tor v due to the differential incremental vectordθ = dθk gk of the curvilinear coordinates
becomes:
1.3 Gradient, covariant and contravariant derivatives 21
dv = ∇v · dθ = vj;k gjgk · dθl gl = vj;k gjgk · dθl gl ⇒
dv = vj;k dθ
k gj = vj;k dθ
k gj (1–68)
The gradient of a second order tensor functionT = T(θl), denoted as∇T, is a third order



























































k + T jk
∂gj
∂θl






























































































































































































































(1-57) has been used in the last statements of (1-69).
22 Chapter 1 – Tensor Calculus
Then, the partial derivative of the tensor functionT(θm) may be described as any of the follow-
ing second order tensor representations, cf. (1-66):
∂T
∂θl
= T jk;l gjgk = T
j
k;l gjg
k = Tjk;l g
jgk (1–71)
















· v = 0 (1–72)




In turn this means that∇g = ∂g
∂θl
gl = 0. Then, from (1-69) follows thatgjk ;l = gjk;l = 0, so
the components of the identity tensor vanish under covariant and contravariant differentiation.
1.4 Riemann-Christoffel tensor
The gradient∇v of a vectorv with components in Cartesian and curvilinear tensor bases have



























































































gl = vj;kl g
jgkgl
(1–74)



































































































1.4 Riemann-Christoffel tensor 23
From (1-75) and (1-76) follow that the indicesk andl can be interchanged in the first five terms
on the right hand sides without changing the value of this part of the expressions, whereas this
is not the case for the last two terms. This implies that the sequence in which the covariant
differentiations is performed is significant, i.e. in general vj;kl 6= vj;lk. In order to investigate
this further consider the quantity:
































































Rmjkl signifies the mixed components of the so-calledRiemann-Christoffel tensorR, i.e.
R = Rmjkl gmg
jgkgl. The components ofR, and hence the right hand side of (1-77), are
not vanishing due to the curvature of the Riemann space.
Obviously,
Rmjkl = −Rmjlk (1–79)





ljk = 0 (1–80)
(1-80) follows by insertion of (1-78) and use of the symmetryproperty (1-59) of the Christoffel
symbol.
In an EuclideanN-dimensional space, i.e. a space spanned by a constant Cartesian v ctor basis,








R̄jklm = 0 (1–81)
Hence, it can be concluded thatR = 0 in an Euclidean space. In turn this means that the curvi-
linear components (1-78) must also vanish in this space. A space, where everywhereR = 0 is
calledflat. Reversely, a non-vanishing curvature tensor indicates a curved space. In a flat space
Rmjkl = 0, with the implication thatvj;kl = vj;lk. The three-dimensional Euclidian space is flat,
and any plane in this space forms a flat two-dimensional subspace. In contrast, a curved surface
in the Euclidian space is not a flat subspace. An example of a curved four-dimensional space
is the time-space manifold used at the formulation of the general theory of relativity, where the
indices correspondingly range overj = 1, 2, 3, 4.
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Because of the relations (1-79), (1-80) only1
12
N2(N2 − 1) of the tensor componentsRmjkl are
independent and non-trivial, (Spain, 1965). Hence, for a two-dimensional Riemann space mere-
ly one independent component exists, which can be chosen asR1212. In the three-dimensional










Example 1.1: Covariant base vectors, identity tensor, Christoffel symbols and Riemann-
Christoffel tensor in spherical coordinates




















The Cartesian componentscmj of the covariant base vectorgj is stored in the column matrixg j = [c
m
j ]. Then,









































θ3 cos θ1 cos θ2











−θ3 sin θ1 sin θ2











sin θ1 cos θ2






The covariant components of the identity tensor is given by (1-22) asgjk = gj · gk = gTj g k, where the last
statement is obtained by evaluating the scalar product in Cartesi n coordinates. The covariant and contravariant
components of the identity tensor are conveniently stored in matrices. Using (1-84) these becomes:














































The result for the contravariant components follows from (1-23). Next, (1-83) and (1-84) will be used to determine
the Christoffel. The following results are obtained:








−θ3 sin θ1 cos θ2





= 0 · g
1
+ 0 · g
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−θ3 cos θ1 sin θ2















































cos θ1 cos θ2










+ 0 · g
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−θ3 cos θ1 sin θ2















































−θ3 sin θ1 cos θ2









+ 0 · g
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− sin θ1 sin θ2
















































cos θ1 cos θ2










+ 0 · g
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− sin θ1 sin θ2



















































 = 0 · g
1
+ 0 · g
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sin(2θ1) · 0 + 0 · 0− θ3 sin2 θ1 · 1
θ3





































0 · 0 + 1
θ3
· 0 + 0 · 1
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0 · 0− 0 · 1
2
sin(2θ1) + 0 · 0− 0 · 1
θ3

































+ 0 · 0 + 0 · 1
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As expected all components of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor vanish as a consequence of the flatness of the three-
dimensional Euclidean space.
1.5 Geodesics
In Euclidean 3-dimensional space the shortest distance between two pointsA andB is a straight
line. On a surface embedded in the Euclidian 3-dimensional space, where both principal cur-
vatures everywhere are either positive or negative, the curve with the shortest distance between
the points is indicated by an inflexible string stretched betwe n the points. Especially, on a
sphere the curve makes up a part of a great circle. In this section this principle is carried over
to a general Riemann space in terms of a socalledgeodesics, which is defined as the curve with
the minimum length connecting two points in the Riemann space with the length measured by






ds = 0 (1–88)
whereds is a differential length element along an arbitrary curve connecting the pointsA and
B given as:
ds2 = dx · dx = dxjdxk gj · gk = gjk dxjdxk (1–89)
dxj indicates the covariant components of the differential increment dx of the position vectorx
tangential to the arc length increment. Further, (1-22) hasbeen used in the last statement.













wherexj indicates the coordinates in a given referential curvilinear coordinate system in the
N-dimensional Riemann space of a running point along the geodesic. Eq. (1-90) is solved with






specified at a given point pointA on
the geodesics. A proof of (1-90) is given in Box 1.2.
Consider a pointA on a differential surface embedded in the three-dimensional Euclidian s-
pace. At an arbitrary pointA on the surface two linear independent tangential vectorst1 andt2
may be defined, which span the tangent plane atA. The tangent plane is a two-dimensional flat
space Euclidian subspace, in contrast to the underlying differential surface. As a consequence
the Riemann tensor vanish in the tangential subspace. In thefollowing this observation is gen-
eralized from a two-dimensional to an arbitraryN-dimensional curved Riemann space.
Consider theN linear independent unit tangential vectorstj , j = 1, . . . , N , indicating the
direction of the geodesics drawn out from an arbitrary pointAin the Riemann space. The
vectors may be organized to form a local arc length vector basis known as theRiemann vector
basis, which span a tangential manifold to the Riemann space atA. The related fundamental
tensorg′ has the contravariant components, cf. (1-22):
g′jk = tj · tk (1–91)
Let x′j denote the covariant components in the local Riemann vectorbasis of a position vector



















indicates the Christoffel symbol evaluated by the co- and contravariant compo-
nents of the fundamental tensorg′.
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Consider a geodesic curve at the pointA defined by the covariant componentstj in the Riemann
vector basis with origin atA, and letP be a neighbouring point placed on the geodesics defined
by the unit tangenttj a small arc lengths from A. Then, the covariant coordinates of the point
P is approximately given as:
x′j ≃ s tj (1–93)





tj tk = 0 (1–94)
The unit tangential vector with the curvilinear componentstj in (1-94) has been arbitrarily
selected. Hence, this equation must be fulfilled for allN unit tangential vectors related to the
geodesics drawn out of pointA. This can only hold, if the Christoffel symbol vanishes at the






As consequence of (1-95),the covariant derivatives with respect tox′j becomes equal to partial
derivatives, cf. (1-65).

























jnk;l = 0 (1–98)
(1-98) is proved in a Riemannian coordinate system by the useof (1-97). Then, being valid in
one coordinate system it is also valid in any curvilinear coordinate system.
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Fig. 1-3: Family of curves connecting pointsA andB.
Consider a family of curves connecting two pointA andB specified by the
parametrization:
xj = xj(u, v) (1–99)
The parameterv characterizes a certain curve in the family, andu ∈ [aA, uB] is a
parameter defining a certain point on the curve specified byv. Especially,u may be
chosen as the length parameters along the curve. Then the lengthL of the curve defined







wherew is given as, cf. (1-89):
w = gjk t
jtk (1–101)





Hence,w is a function of the independent variablesxj andtj .
δL denotes the variation of the length of the curve defined by theparameters(u, v) due
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δv has been introduced.






= 0, so the boundary terms in (1-105) vanish.
In the integrandδxj can be varied independently for anyu ∈]uA, uB[. This leads to the



























Especially, letu be chosen as the arc-lengths along the geodesic, so that:
u = s , tj =
dxj
ds
, w = gjk t
jtk ≡ 1 ⇒ dw
du
= 0 (1–108)
Now, tj indicates the covariant components of the unit tangential vector along the













































. Further, due to the sym-
metry property (1-22) of the components of the metric tensorit f llows by interchanging








































Finally, Eq. (1-90) follows by pre-multiplication and contraction on both sides of (1-110)
with gmj, and use of (1-43) and (1-58).
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1.6 Exercises
1.1 Given the following vectorsa, b, c andd. Prove the following vector identities
(a.) a× (b× c) = (a · c)b− (a · b) c
(b.) (a× b) · (c× d) = (a · c)(b · d)− (a · d)(b · c)
(c.) (a× b) · c = (b× c) · a = (c× a) · b
1.2 Prove thee− δ relation (1-19).
























































Calculate the dyadic scalar productsab ·· cd andab · · cd.
1.4 Prove the relations (1-37) and (1-40).
1.5 Given the Cartesian componentsC̄rstu of the fourth order tensorC. Calculate the mixed
curvilinear componentsC k mj l .
1.6 Prove the last three relations in (1-67).
1.7 Prove (1-73) by applying (1-69) to the mixed representationg = δkj g
jgk of the identity
tensor.
1.8 Determine the geodesics on a cylindrical surface in the three dimensional Euclidean space
with arbitrary directrix.
1.9 Prove (1-97).
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CHAPTER 2
Differential Theory of Surfaces


























Fig. 2–1 a) Parameter space. b) Surface space.
The following section concerns surfaces in the three dimensional Euclidean space.
Let the sphericalθ3 coordinate be fixed at the valueθ3 = r. Then, the mapping (1-1) of the














r sin θ1 cos θ2






(x1, x2, x3) denotes the Cartesian components of the position vectorx a given point of the
surface. Obviously,(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2 = r2. Hence, with the zenith angle varied in the
intervalθ1 ∈ [0, π], and the azimuth angle varied in the intervalθ2 ∈]0, 2π], (2-1) represents the
parametric description of a sphere with the radiusr and the center at(x1, x2, x3) = (0, 0, 0). In
what follows it is assumed that the parametric description of all considered surfaces is defined
— 33 —
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by a constant value of the curvilinear coordinateθ3 = c in the mapping (1-2). Then, a given
surfaceΩ is given as, cf. (1-5):
xj = f j(θ1, θ2, c) = f j(θα) (2–2)
In the last statement of (2-2) the explicit dependence on theconstantc is ignored, as will also be
the case in the following. Let the mapping (2-2) be defined within a domainω in the parameter
space. For each pointp ∈ ω determined by the parameters(θ1, θ2), a given pointP is defined
onΩ with Cartesian coordinates given by (2-2).





t is the free parameter. Then, this curve is mapped onto a curves = s(t) throughP onΩ as
shown on Fig. 2-1. Especially, if the curvilinear coordinateθ2 is fixed, whereasθ1 is varied in-
dependently a curves1 throughP is defined onΩ. Similarly, a curves2 on the surface through
P is obtained, ifθ1 is fixed andθ2 is varied. The positive direction ofs1 ands2 are defined, so
positive increments ofθα correspond to positive increments ofsα. Then, these curves define a
local two-dimensional arch length coordinate system(s1, s2) throughP .
Assume thatω is a rectangular domain[a1, a2] × [b1, b2] with sides parallel to theθα ax-
es as shown on Fig. 2-1a. As an example this is the case for the mapping (2-1), where
ω = [0, π]×]0, 2π]. In such cases the surfaceΩ will be bounded by the arc length coordinate
curves given by the parameter descriptionsxj = f j(a1, θ2), xj = f j(a2, θ2), xj = f j(θ1, b1)











Fig. 2–2 Covariant and contravariant base vectors and surface normal unit vector.





, α = 1, 2 (2–3)
Obviously,aα are tangential to the arch length curves atP , see Fig. 2-1b. Then,aα may be
interpreted as a local two-dimensional covariant vector bases, which spans the tangent plane at
the pointP , see Fig. 2-2.
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At the pointP theunit normal vectorn to the surface and the tangent plane is defined as:






a1 × a2 (2–4)
A denotes the area of the parallelogram spanned bya1 anda2, and given as:
A = |a1 × a2| = |a1||a2| sinϕ (2–5)





a2 × n =
1
A2
























The last statements in (2-6) follow from the vector identitya× (b× c) = (a · c)b− (b · a) c,
cf. Exercise 1.1.
It is easily shown that the covariant the contravariant basevectors in the tangent plane as given
by (2-6) fulfill the orthonormality relation:
aα · aβ = δβα (2–7)
whereδβα indicates the Kronecker’s delta in two dimensions.
A surface vector functionv = v(θ1, θ2) is a vector field, which everywhere (i.e. for any
parameters(θ1, θ2)) is tangential to the surface. Then,v may be represented by the following
Cartesian, covariant and contravariant representations,cf. (1-20):
v = v̄α iα = v
α aα = vα a
α (2–8)
iα = i
α indicates a Cartesian vector base in the tangential plane, and v̄j, vα andvα denote the
Cartesian, the covariant and the contravariant componentsof v.
The Cartesian and the covariant components are related as, cf. (1-25):
v̄α = cαβ v
β , cαβ = i
α · aβ
vα = dαβ v̄
β , dαβ = iβ · aα
}
(2–9)
where the orthogonality conditionsiα · iβ = δβα andaα · aβ = δβα have been used.
Similarly, the covariant and contravariant components arerelated by the following relations:
vα = aαβ v
β
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aαβ = aα · aβ
aαβ = aα · aβ
}
(2–11)
Both aα andaα are surface vectors. Then, these can be expanded in two-dimensional con-
travariant and covariant vector bases as follows, cf. (1-24):
aα = aαβ a
β
aα = aαβ aβ
}
(2–12)
(2-12) is proved by scalar multiplication withaγ andaγ on both sides of the equation and use
of (2-7) and (2-11).
Scalar multiplication on both sides of the first equation (2-12) withaγ and use of (2-7) provides:
aαβ a
βγ = δγα (2–13)
In analogy to (1-27) asurface second order tensoris defined as a second order tensor, which
everywhere maps a surface vectorv onto another surface vectoru by means of a scalar product.
A second order surface tensorT admits the following Cartesian, covariant, contravariantd
mixed representations, cf. (1-35):
T = T̄ jk ijik = T
αβ aαaβ = Tαβ a
αaβ = T αβ aαa
β = T βα a
αaβ (2–14)
T αβ, Tαβ , T αβ andT
β
α denotes the covariant, the contravariant and the mixed covariant and
contravariant components of the surface tensor. These are rl t d as, cf. (1-39), (1-40):
Tαβ = aαγaβδ T
γδ , T αβ = a
αγ Tγβ
T αβ = aαγaβδ Tγδ , T
β
α = aαγ T
γβ
Tαβ = aαγ T
γ
β , T








The relations in (2-15) follows by insertion of the expansio(2-12) in (2-14).
Thesurface identity tensora is defined as a second order tensor with the covariant components
aαβ , the contravariant componentsaαβ , and the mixed componentsδβα, corresponding to the
following representations, cf. (1-42):
a = aαβ aαaβ = aαβ a
αaβ = δβα a
αaβ (2–16)
The tensora maps any surface vector onto itself, i.e.:
a · v = v (2–17)
(2-17) is proved in the same way as (1-44), using the representatio (2-16).
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Let dr be a differential increment of the position vectorr due to an incrementdθα of the param-
eters. Obviously,dr is a surface vector with the covariant coordinatesdθα, cf. (2-3). The length
ds of the incremental vector becomes:
ds2 = dr · dr = dr · a · dr = dθα aα · aβ dθβ = aαβ dθαdθβ (2–18)
The surface identity tensora determines the length of any surface vector, for which reason the
alternative namingsurface metric tensoris used. The quadratic form in the last statement of
(2-18) is called thefirst fundamental formof the surface.
Let a3 = a3 = n. Then, the partial derivatives of the covariant and contravari nt base vectors













































n is orthogonal to bothaβ andaβ, son · aβ = 0 andn · aβ = 0. Then, scalar multiplication of
























Usinga3 = a3 = n, the left hand sides of (2-20) are identical forj = 3. However, the right
hand sides have opposite signs. This can only be truth if the rig t hand sides vanish, leading to












is orthogonal to the surface normaln, and hence must be a surface
vector.
Obviously, the differential increment vectordθ = dθβ aβ with the covariant componentsdθβ
is a surface vector. The gradient∇v of a surface vector functionv = v(θγ) is a surface
second order tensor, which associates differential increment vectordθ to a surface differential
increment vectordv = ∇v·dθ = ∂v
∂θα
dθα of the vectorv. The gradient tensor has the following
curvilinear representations, which merely follow by replacing the Latin indices in (1-64), (1-65)
with Greek indices:
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∇v = vα;β aαa































vα;β and vα;β are referred to as thesurface contravariant derivativeand surface covariant
derivativeof the componentsvα andvα.
Correspondingly, the gradient∇T of a surface second order tensor functionT = T(θγ) is a
surface third order tensor with the following curvilinear rep esentations, cf. (1-69), (1-70):
∇T = T αβ;γ aαaβa
γ = T α;βγ aαa
βaγ = T βα ;γ a
αaβa




















































































The gradient of the gradient of a surface vector is a third order surface tensor with the following
representations, cf. (1-74), (1-75), (1-76):
∇(∇v) = vα;βγ aαa





































































































2.2 Principal curvatures, second fundamental form 39
The surface Riemann-Christoffel tensoris denotedB = B(θ1, θ2) = Bδαβγ aδa
αaβaγ to dis-
tinguish it from the equivalent tensorR in the three-dimensional Riemann space. The mixed































In analogy to (1-77), (1-79) the tensor componentsBδαβγ fulfill:
Bδαβγ = −Bδαγβ
Bδαβγ vδ = vα;βγ − vα;γβ
}
(2–31)













From (1-78) and (2-32) follow that the components in the tangent planeRδαβγ of the Riemann-
Christoffel tensor in the three-dimensional space is related to the corresponding components




















Since, the three-dimensional Euclidian space is flat, we haveverywhereRδαβγ = 0. Then, the


















Finally, contraction of the indicesα andδ in (2-34) provides:
Bααβγ = 0 (2–35)
Due to the symmetry condition in (2-31) and the first Bianchi’s identity (2-32) only one inde-
pendent and non-trivial tensor component exists, which is taken asB1212.
2.2 Principal curvatures, second fundamental form





, wheret is a free parameter as explained subsequent to (2-2).P andQ denote
two neighboring points on the curve defined by the position vectorsr andr+dr, corresponding
to the parameter valuest and t + dt, respectively. The incrementdr with the lengthds is a
surface vector placed in the tangent plane atP , and specified by the covariant representation
dr = dθα aα. Hence, the unit tangential vector to the curve atP is given as:





































The unit tangential vector inQ deviates infinitesimally fromt, and may be written ast + dt.
Given, that the length unchanged is equal to 1, the incrementdt must fulfill:
1 = (t+ dt) · (t+ dt) = t · t+ 2 dt · t+ dt · dt = 1 + 2 dt · t ⇒
dt · t = 0 (2–37)
where the second order termdt ·dt is ignored. (2-37) shows that the incrementdt is orthogonal





(2-38) is referred to asFrenet’s formula. dt
ds
andp are called thecurvature vectorand theprinci-
pal normal vectorof the curve, respectively, and the proportionality factorκ is referred to as the
curvature. Generally, this is always assumed to be positive, so (2-38)is defining the orientation
of p.
In Fig. 2-3b lines orthogonal tos have been drawn throughP andQ in the plane spanned by
t andp, which intersect each other at thecurvature centerO under the angledα as shown on






whereR = OP = OQ denotesthe radius of curvatureatP .
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From the similar triangles in Fig. 2-3b follows thatdα = κds. Then, (1-39) provides the














Fig. 2–4 Definition of principal curvatureκ, normal curvatureκn and geodesic curvatureκg.
Still another unit vectorg, placed in the tangential plane and orthogonal tot, may be considered,
see Fig. 2-4. The unit vectorsn, p andg are all placed in a plane orthogonal tot, andn andg
are orthogonal to each other. Hence,κp may be represented as a linear combination ofand
g:
κp = κn n+ κg g (2–41)
The expansion componentsκn andκg are known as thenormal curvatureand thegeodesic
curvatureof the curve. Usingn · g = 0, it follows from (2-38) and (2-41) that these may be
expressed in terms of the principal curvature as:
κn =n · p κ = cosϕκ = n ·
dt
ds










whereϕ indicates the angle betweenn andg, see Fig. 2-4.
From (2-19) and (2-36) follows that the curvature vectordt
ds
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If the surface curve is a geodesic in the two-dimension Riemann space made up of the consid-
ered surface, the first term in the last statement of (2-43) vanish along the curve, cf. (1-90).











n · g = 0 (2–44)
In turn, this means that the surface normaln and the principal normal vectorp of a geodesic
are coincident soκ = κn, cf. (1-41).
Sincen · aγ = 0, it follows from (2-42) and (2-43) that the normal curvatureof an arbitrary
curve on the surface can be written as:

























Two neighbouring pointsP andQ on the curves are given by the position vectors(s) and
r(s+ ds) = r(s) + dr. By the use of (2-36) the incrementdr may be represented by the Taylor
expansion:

















The distancedn fromQ to the tangent plane is given by the projection ofdr on the surface unit
normal vectorn atP :













where (2-42) and (2-45) have been used.
The larger the distancedn, the larger is the normal curvatureκn of the curve atP . In (2-48)
this quantity is partly determined by the componentsbαβ and partly by the parameter increments
dθα. As follows from (2-46) the componentsbαβ are entirely determined from properties related
to the surface, and independent of the specific direction of the curves. In contrast this direction
is determined by the incrementsdθα of the curvilinear coordinates.
The quadratic formbαβ dθαdθβ entering (2-48) is called thesecond fundamental formof the
surface. In what followsbαβ is considered the contravariant components of a surface second
order tensorb = bαβ aαaβ, which is called thecurvature tensorof the surface.
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bαβ = n ·
∂aα
∂θβ






= n · aγ ∂aαγ
∂θβ














= −aαγ bγβ = −bαβ (2–50)
Insertion of (2-46) and (2-50) into (2-34) provides the following alternative representation of
the components of the surface Riemann-Christoffel tensor:
Bδαβγ = −bαβbδγ + bαγbδβ ⇒
Bδαβγ = −bαβbδγ + bαγbδβ (2–51)
where the transformation rules (2-15) of covariant and contravariant tensor components have
been used in the final statement. (2-51) provides the following form for the selected independent
tensor componentB1212:





whereb denotes the determinant formed by the contravariant components of the curvature ten-
sorb.
(2-52) is calledGauss’s equation. If B1212 = 0, all other contravariant components of the tensor
will vanish as well, so it may be concluded thatB = 0. Then, a surface is flat (i.e. a plane), if
b = 0 everywhere. Noticed that if the determinant of the contravari nt components vanish, the
determinant of the components of any other representation of b vanishes as well.
From (2-18) and (2-45) follows that the normal curvature of acurve on the surface with a






(2-53) may be interpreted as aRayleigh quotientrelated to the following generalized eigenvalue
problem, (Nielsen, 2006):
(
bαβ − κn aαβ
)




represent the covariant components of a unit vectort = tβ aβ placed in the tangential
plane to the surface atP , which is an eigenvector to (2-54). In tensor format the eigenvalue
problem reads:




· t = 0 (2–55)
(2-55) is fulfilled for two linear independent eigenvectorst1 andt2 related to the eigenvaluesκ1
andκ2. The directions on the surface by the eigenvectorstγ are denoted theprincipal curvature
directions, and the related eigenvalues are calledprincipal curvatures. The unit eigenvectors
fulfill the orthogonality conditions, (Nielsen, 2006):
tγ · a · tδ =
{
0 , γ 6= δ
1 , γ = δ
(2–56)
tγ · b · tδ =
{
0 , γ 6= δ
κγ , γ = δ
(2–57)
In (2-56) it has been used thatis an identity tensor, sot(γ) · a · t(γ) = t(γ) · t(γ) = 1.
Let the principal curvatures be ordered, soκ1 denotes the smallest andκ2 the largest eigen-
value. As follows from the well-known bounds on the Rayleighquotient the normal curvature
κn of an arbitrary curve passing throughP will be bounded by the principal curvatures as,
(Nielsen, 2006):
κ1 ≤ κn ≤ κ2 (2–58)
Using the mixed representationsa = δαβ aαa
β andb = bαβ aαa
β the component form of (2-55)
attains the form:
(
bαβ − κn δαβ
)
tβ = 0 (2–59)
Formally, (2-59) may be obtained by contraction of (2-54) with aγα and use of (2-13),
(2-15). Solutionstβ 6= 0 of the homogeneous system of linear equations (1-157) are obtained,
if the determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes. This provides the followingcharacteristic
equationfor the determination of the principal curvatures:
det
[






























determinant of the matrix formed by the contravariant components of the surface identity tensor.
This relation follows from the identities:
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2 − b21b12 (2–64)
H is called themean curvatureof the surface, andK is theGaussian curvature. As seenK
is equal to the determinant of the matrix formed by the mixed componentsbγβ of the curvature
tensor, and2H is equal to the trace of this matrix.
It follows from thatK = 0, if eitherκ1 = 0 or κ2 = 0. A surface, where the Gaussian curvature
vanishes everywhere is developable, i.e. the surface can beconstructed by transforming a plane
without distortion. Conical and cylindrical surfaces are developable, whereas a spherical surface
in not. From (2-52) and (2-64) follows:
B1212 = aK (2–65)
As follows from (2-56),t1 ·a·t2 = t1 ·t2 = 0. This means that the principal curvature directions
throughP areorthogonal to each other. It is then possible to construct an(s1, s2) arc-length
coordinate system at each point on the surface, which everywhere has the principal curvature
unit eigenvectorst1 andt2 as tangents. This so-calledprincipal curvature coordinate systemis
specific in the sense that both[aαβ ] and[bαβ ] become diagonal, i.ea12 = b12 = 0.





In the following some relations are described, which involve the partial derivative of the surface
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Hence, ∂n
∂θα
is orthogonal ton, and accordingly can be decomposed in the covariant surface
vector baseaβ as follows::
∂n
∂θα
= lβα aβ (2–69)
Scalar multiplication of both sides withaγ and use of (2-15) and (2-67) provides the following




= −bγα = lβα aγ · aβ = aγβ lβα ⇒
lβα = −aβγ bγα = −bβα (2–70)
Then, insertion into (2-69) provides the following alternative representations:
∂n
∂θα






where (2-12), (2-15) and (2-46) have been used.
Similarly, (2-19) and (2-46) provide the following relation for the partial derivatives of the








aγ + bαβ n (2–72)
(2-71) is calledGauss’s formula, not to be confused with Gauss’s equation given by Eq. (2-52).





























As seen[eαβ] = [eαβ ]−1 = [eαβ ]T = −[eαβ ].
Define:
a1 = |a1| = (a1 · a1)1/2 =
√
a11
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where the angleϕ is defined in Fig. 2-2. Further, (2-11) has been used.







a11a22 − (a12)2 =
√
a (2–75)
wherea = det[aαβ]. By the use of (2-73) and (2-75) the vector products in (2-6) can be written










Further, the following component identities may be derived:




























































where it has been used thatdet[aαβ] = 1/ det[aαβ ] = 1a . The proof of the remaining relations
in (2-77), which is left an exercise, may be carried out by simple matrix operations similar to
(2-78).
Next, a three-dimensional vector fieldv = v(θ1, θ2) is considered, defined on the parameter
domain(θ1, θ2) ∈ ω. Hence, a vector is connected to each point of the surfaceΩ. Since,
v3 = v3 6= 0, v is not a surface vector. The following representations prevail:
v = vα aα + v
3 n = vα a
α + v3 n (2–79)
Since, ∂v
∂θ3




aβ = vj;β aja





= vj;β aj = v
α






j = vα;β a






























































































The right hand sides of (2-81) both consist of a surface vector and a vector in the normal di-
rection. The surface and normal vectors of these representations must pair-wise be equal corre-
sponding to:
vα;β aα = vα;β a
α











































, cf. (2-46). Then, withdrawal of the second equation in (2-82)
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2.3 Codazzi’s equations
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(2-87) is trivially fulfilled for β = γ. Further, the index combinations(α, β, γ) = (1, 1, 2) and
(α, β, γ) = (1, 2, 1), as well as the index combinations(α, β, γ) = (2, 1, 2) and (α, β, γ) =
(2, 2, 1), both lead to the same relation. Hence, merely two non-trivial and independent rela-
tions exist, which are taken corresponding to the index combinations(α, β, γ) = (1, 1, 2) and









































The relations (2-88) are calledCodazzi’s equations. It can be shown that arbitrary component
functionsaαβ = aαβ(θ1, θ2) and bαβ = bαβ(θ1, θ2) of the curvilinear parametersθ1 and θ2
uniquely determine a surface (saved an arbitrary rigid bodytranslation and rotation), which has
aαβ dθ
αdθβ andbαβ dθαdθβ as its first and second fundamental form, if and only if these com-
ponents fulfill the Codazzi’s equations (2-88) and the Gauss’s equation (2-52), (Spain, 1965).
In a principal curvature coordinate system we have12 = a21 = 0 andb12 = b21 = 0. In this

































wherea1 anda2 are given by (2-74), andR1 andR2 are the principal curvature radii . A proof
of (2-89) has been given in Box 1.2.
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Box 2.1: Proof of (2-89)




































Next, the Christoffel symbols in (2-90) are expressed in terms of the covariant and con-
travariant components of the identity tensor as given by thedefining equation (1-58). Due
to the principal curvature coordinates these components becom aαβ = aαβ = 0 for












































































































Further, from (2-66) follows thatb11 = (1/R1)a11 andb22 = (1/R2)a22. Then, insertion
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Finally, (2-89) is obtained by insertion of the results in (2-93) into (2-92).
Example 2.1: Identity tensor, curvature tensor, Riemann-Christoffel tensor and principal
curvatures on a spherical surface
A spherical coordinate system is used, and letr = θ3 denote the radius of the sphere. Then it follows from (1-85)




0 r2 sin2 θ1
]
(2–94)




0 −r sin2 θ1
]
(2–95)
Since both[aαβ and[bαβ] are diagonal, it is concluded that the spherical coordinatesystem is a principal curvature
coordinate system. The principal curvatures and related princi al curvature radii follow from (2-40), (2-66):




R1 = R2 = −r (2–96)
κ1 andκ2 are negative, because unit surface normal vector is directed away from the curvature center, which in
this case is identical to the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system.
The selected independent component of the Riemann-Christoffel tensor becomes, cf. (2-52):
B1212 = r
2 sin2 θ1 (2–97)
Using the calculated Christoffel symbols in Eq. (1-86) it follows that the left and right hand sides of the first
Codazzi equation in (2-90) vanish. The second Codazzi equation provides the result−2r cos(θ1) sin(θ1) on the
left and right hand sides.
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2.4 Surface area elements
In structural analysis of shells it may be of interest to knowthe relation corresponding element
























Fig. 2–5 Area elements in parallel surfaces.
Fig. 2-5 shows two surfacesΩ andΩ1, described by the same parametersθ1 andθ2. The points
P andP1 denotes the mapping points for the same parameters, specified by the position vectors
x = x(θ1, θ2) andx1 = x1(θ1, θ2), respectively. Further, the unit surface normal vectors related
to the two surfaces at the said points are assumed to be identical and equal ton. Further, it is
assumed that the distance between any such corresponding pointsP andP1 on the surfaces are
equal tot. On the surfaces arc length coordinate coordinate systems(s1, 2) and(s11, s
2
1) are
introduced with origin atP andP1. The related surface covariant base vectors are denotedaα
anda1,α, respectively. Then, the position vectors are related as follows:
x1 = x+ tn (2–98)
dA denotes a differential area element of shape as a parallelogram with sides of the lengthds1











Let ϕ denote the angle betweena1 anda2. Then, cf. (2-5), (2-74):







a11a22 − (a12)2 dθ1dθ2 =
√
a dθ1dθ2 (2–100)










= aα − t bδα aδ =
(
δδα − t bδα
)
aδ (2–101)
Then, the contravariant componentsa1,αβ of the surface identity tensora1 of Ω1 becomes:
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a1,αβ = a1,α · a1,β =
(
δδα − t bδα
) (




aδ · aγ =
(
δδα − t bδα
) (





aγδ (aγα − t bγα) (aδβ − t bδβ) = aγδ (aαγ − t bαγ) (aβδ − t bβδ) (2–102)



































































1− 2H t +K t2
)2
(2–104)
where (2-60) and (2-61) have been used. Further, the mean curvatureH and the Gaussian
curvatureK as given by (2-63) and (2-64) have been introduced. Then the ratio between the







= 1− 2H t +K t2 (2–105)
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2.5 Exercises













Fig. 2–6 a) Parameter domain. b) Shell surface.




















where the parameter domainω has been indicated on Fig. 2-6a.andf are parameters
defining the length and the height of the shell structure as shown on Fig. 2-6b.
(a.) Calculate the covariant and contravariant base vectorsgj andgj in terms of the Carte-
sian base vectors.
(b.) Calculate the contravariant components of the surface identity tensor and the cur-
vature tensor, and determine principal curvature, the meancurvature, the Gaussian
curvature and the principal curvature directions.
(c.) Formulate Codazzi’s equations for the surface in terms of the selected curvilinear
coordinates.
2.3 Consider a shell structure with the thicknesst, and letΩ0 denote the so-calledmiddle
surface, andΩ1 andΩ−1 the upper and lower surfaces.




of corresponding differential area elementsdA1 anddA−1
on the upper and lower surfaces expressed by the mean curvatureH and the Gaussian
curvatureK of the middle surface.
CHAPTER 3
Dynamics
3.1 Equation of motion of a mass particle
A particle with the massm is moving in the three-dimensional Euclidian space under thinflu-
ence of a time-dependent force vectorf(t). The position along the trajectory of the particle is
given by the position vectorx(t) with covariant curvilinear coordinatesθj .
The increment of the position vectordx(t) = x(t+dt)−x(t) during the time interval]t, t+dt]









The velocity vectorof the particle is given asv(t) = dx(t)
dt
. The coordinate expansion in the











Theacceleration vectoris given asa(t) = dv(t)
dt
. Differentiation of (3-2) provides the following











































gj has been used in the last statement, cf. (1-57).
The equation of motion is given byNewton’s 2nd law of motion:
m a(t) = f(t) (3–4)
— 55 —
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= f j(t) (3–5)
Assume that the particle is moving without any external load, i.e. f(t) ≡ 0. Then,a(t) ≡ 0,
and the velocity vector becomesv(t) = v0. The position vectorx(t) becomes:
x(t) = x0 + v0 (t− t0) (3–6)
wherex0 = x(t0). (3-6) indicates the parametrization of s straight line, which is a geodesic in
the three dimensional Euclidian space. Hence, the particlemoves along a geodesic, whenever
a ≡ 0. The constant speed of the particle is given byv0 =
√
v0 · v0.
Next, assume that the motion of the particle is constrained to take place on a surface. Further
the curvilinear coordinateθ3 is assumed to be in the normal direction. Then, the position on the
surface is given by the position vectorx(θ1, θ2), cf. (2-2). The surface covariant vector base
aα(θ1, θ2) is defined by (2-3), and the unit normal vectorn(θ1, θ2) is given by (2-4).
Due to the constrain to the surface the motion of the particlein the normal direction is zero, i.e.












































f 3e (t) indicate the covariant components of the reaction force vector from the surface and the
external force vector on the particle in the direction of theunit normal vector, respectively.
Using (2-46) the following relation is obtained forf 3r (t):





− f 3e (t) (3–8)
The first term on the right-hand side of (3-8) indicates the centrifugal load due to the curvature
of the surface.
If the surface is smooth,f 3r (t) will not induce any friction force against the motion of the
particle. However for non-smooth surfaces, a friction force µf 3r (t) is acting in the negative
direction of the velocity vectorv(t) of the particle, whereµ indicates a friction coefficient.
Then,f α(t) is given as:
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f α(t) = f αe (t) − µf 3r (t)
vα(t)
|v(t)| (3–9)




signify the covariant components of the external force vector
and the velocity vector in the surface covariant base.
3.2 Nonlinear multi-degree-of-freedom systems
The motion of amulti-degree-of-freedom systemis described by anN-dimensional displace-
ment vectorθ(t). In mechanics, the covariant curvilinear coordinatesθ l are referred to as the
degrees of freedomor thegeneralized displacementsof the system. These are typically made up
of nodal displacements and rotations of a finite element model of a continuous media. The set of
all possible positions with due consideration to possible kin matic and mathematics constraints
form a subset of theN-dimensional Riemann space known as theconfiguration space.




















known as themass tensor. The mass tensor is independent ofθ(t) for linear systems.




are denoted asMjk, and the co-




are denoted asM−1, jk. Hence,
M−1, kl Mlj = δ
k
j .










f(t) = fc(t) + fnc(t) (3–11)
The contravariant componentsfc,m(t) of the conservative load vector are determined as the












As seen the gradient is taken with respect to the covariant displacement coordinateθm(t), which
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Then, the equations of motion in contravariant coordinatesis given by theEuler-Lagrange









= fnc,m(t) , m = 1, . . . , N (3–14)


















































− fc,m(t) = fnc,m(t) (3–15)
where the symmetry propertyMjk = Mkj has been used.



















































indicates the Christoffel symbol, when the contravariant com-
ponentsgkl of the fundamental tensorg is replaced by the contravariant componentsMkl of
the mass tensor, and the covariant componentsgjm is replaced with the covariant components
M−1, jm of the inverse mass tensor. This does not makeM a fundamental tensor for the present
problem. Actually,g · θ̇ = θ̇, whereasM · θ̇ 6= θ̇. Further,M−1, jm is different from the covari-
ant componentsM jm = gjkgmlMkl of the mass tensor. The specific definition of the Christoffel







in (3-16) represents gyroscopic centripetal and Coriolis lads on
the system.
Example 3.1: Non-linear two-degree-of-freedom mathemathical pendulum with moving
support
Fig. 3.1 shows a mass particlem1 moving on a horizontal smooth plane. The motion from the statical equilibrium
position is described by the displacement degree of freedomθ1(t). The mass particle is supported by a nonlinear
spring with the spring stiffnessk(θ1) and a nonlinear viscous damper with the damping coefficientc(θ1), and is
exposed to an external forceF1(t) acting co-directional toθ1(t).
The other end of the point mass is connected via a frictionless hinge to a mathematical pendulum consisting of a
rigid massless bar of the lengthl with a point massm2 attached at the free end. The position of the pendulum is
described by the anti-clockwise rotationθ2(t) measured from a vertical line positioned at the displaced point mass

















Fig. 3–1 Mathemathical pendulum with moving support.
m1. The pendulum is exposed to an external momentF2( ) acting co-directional toθ2(t), and to the gravity force
m2g, whereg signifies the acceleration of gravity.
The spring stiffness and the damping coefficient are given as:
k(θ l) = k0
(













(3-18) indicates the spring stiffness of aDuffing oscillator, and (3-19) is the damping coefficient of av n der Pol
oscillator. k0, ε, c0 andθ0 are given constants.ε defines the strength of the non-linearity of the spring stiffness,
andθ0 determines the magnitude of the stationary limit cycle of the van der Pol oscillator.
























































































θ̇1 , j = 1
F2(t) , j = 2
(3–22)
Then, (3-15) attains the form:
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As follows from (3-23), the contravariant componentsMjk(θ2) of M(θ2) and the covariant components











































3.1 Derive the equation of motion of a mass particle in polar coordinates.
3.2 Derive the equation of motion of a mass particle moving on a smooth sphere.






for the system in Example 3.1.
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